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The US Administration’s attacks on allies, perhaps former allies and others in the area of trade and sanctions has
not occurred in vacuum. Many other countries and groups such as the EU have retaliated with counter-sanctions.
One area that the current administration does not seem to have considered too well is EU data privacy and data
protection. In this episode of Life with GDPR we explore this issue in the age of trade policy as conflict. Some of
the highlights are:
1. Did the comments by US Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross about GDPR actually embolden GDPR
enforcement?
2. Is there a trade war between the US and EU over data?
3. Is there a way to reconcile the divergences in approaches to data privacy and data protection between the
EU and US? and
4. Will the Privacy Shield framework survive the Schrems court challenge? Will it be renewed in September,
suspended in September or even revoked in September?
There is more background on the podcast on Tom Fox's website 'FCPA Compliance & Ethics' here
Visit Cordery GDPR Navigator, which provides a wealth of information to utilize in your data privacy compliance
program.
Find out about our highly successful Data Breach Academy here
For more information please contact Jonathan Armstrong who is a London-based lawyer with Cordery where his
focus is on compliance issues
Jonathan Armstrong
Office: +44 (0)207 075 1784
jonathan.armstrong@corderycompliance.com
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